
 

Variety In Fabrics 

In winters we wear wool, in summers we wear cotton and during 

monsoon we wear raincoats made of nylon. Why do we wear different 

clothes during different seasons? We wear different clothes for 

different occasions too. Where do we get this variety in fabrics from? 

Let us dig a little into time and find out about the variety in fabrics. 

History of fabrics in India 

 

Cotton clothing was the most popular in India. It was India where 

cotton was first grown dating back as early as 5000 BC in the stone 



 

age. Men wore a cloth that was to be wrapped around their waists and 

knotted at the back which was and is known as ‘dhoti’. Often men 

would also wear turbans on their heads along with man-buns and kept 

their beards short or shaved. 

For thousands of years, men kept on dressing like this. On the other 

hand, women wore short skirts, whose length went from waist to 

knees, and a cloth head wrap, to keep the sun off. Women also would 

often wear necklaces and bracelets, made of stone and shell beads, and 

as industrialization kicked in they wore jewellery made of bronze and 

silver and gold. 

Variety of Fabrics in Vedic Period 

As people approached the Vedic period, women wore only a cloth 

wrapped and pinned around themselves similar to the outfits worn by 

Iranian women or Greek women. Often women would also wear skirts 

wrapped and pleated around their waists and knotted in front, with a 



 

separate piece of fabric for a shawl or veil, and a tight shirt which was 

worn underneath. 

Sari 

 

As the Guptan period approached in, about 500 AD, many women had 

shifted to wearing one very long piece of cloth – sari which they 

wrapped around themselves in different ways. The word sari comes 

from a Sanskrit word meaning cloth. The Vedas that were first written 



 

stories mention saris, about 600 BC. The women of elite class wore 

saris made of silk from China, and most women who were commoners 

wore cotton saris. 

The style of draping a sari varied depending on how rich the woman 

was and to which part of India did she belong. Women wore their sari 

like skirts with a top part draped over their shoulder or worn over their 

heads as a veil. Working women often draped their sari up between 

their legs to make a sort of pants. Women in defense tucked in the top 

part of the sari in the back, to free up their arms for fighting. Most 

saris were five or six meters long. Younger women generally wore 

brightly colored saris, although widows wore only white saris. 

During the same time, sharp steel needles had reached India from 

China, and as a result, rich men and women began wearing stitched 

clothing tightly fitted to their bodies, with lots of embroideries. Yet a 

majority of the people still wore saris. People would also wear 

embroidered saris over tight shirts. 



 

Variety of Fabrics During Islamic Period 

As the Islamic invasions around 1000 AD grew, Iranian fashions 

entered India. Ancient Indian clothing became medieval Indian 

clothing. Both women and men wore trousers with long tunics over 

them down to their knees, called churidar or salwar kameez. Women 

would usually wear churidar with a long veil or scarf over it.These 

became popular, especially in northern India. But they could never 

replace the sari or the dhoti. 

Question For You 

Q. Which of the following is not synthetic fibres? 

a. Polyester                           b. Nylon 

c. Acrylic                               d. Hemp 



 

Sol: d. Hemp 

Hemp is one of the fastest growing plants and one of the first plants to 

be spun into usable fibre. 

Spinning Cotton Yarn and Yarn to Fabric 

Whenever someone says light clothing we always think of ‘cotton’. 

We prefer cotton over any other material. What makes it so special? 

Where do we obtain it from? Let us study more about it below. 

Importance of Cotton 



 

 

Cotton is an important part of our daily lives from the time we shower 

and dry ourselves with a soft cotton towel in the morning until we go 

to sleep between fresh cotton sheets at night. Majority of clothing and 

household items come from it. All parts of the cotton plant are useful. 

The most important is the fibre or lint, which is used in the production 

of cotton cloth. 

Linters are incorporated into high-quality paper products and 

processed for padding mattresses, furniture and automobile cushions. 

Cottonseed oil usage primarily happens for shortening, cooking oil 



 

and salad dressing. Some of the cottonseeds are also used as 

high-protein concentrate in baked goods and other food products. 

Ginning of Cotton 

From the farms, seed cotton transfers to nearby gins for separation of 

lint and seed. At first, it goes through dryers to reduce moisture 

content and then through cleaning equipment for removal of foreign 

matter. Operations like these facilitate processing and improve fibre 

quality. 

Next, it is then air conveyed to gin stands where revolving circular 

saws pull the lint through closely spaced ribs that prevent the seed 

from passing through. The removal of lint then occurs from the saw 

teeth by air blasts or rotating brushes and then is compressed into 

bales weighing approximately 200-300 Kgs. Later it is transferred to a 

warehouse for storage until it’s shipped to a textile mill for use. 



 

Journey of Cotton 

Fabric mills buy cotton from farmers and receive the bales from gin 

yards or warehouses or farms.  These mills then produce yarn by 

processing them into various stages, starting with raw bales of cotton. 

These bales are first taken into the opening room where they are 

opened and laid in a line on the floor, adjacent to each other, near an 

opening machine. This machine then travels along the line of opened 

bales, pulling out the fibres to be sent to a mixing machine and then on 

to the carding system. 

 



 

The process of pulling out the fibres into parallel alignments to form a 

thin web is Carding. The web of fibres is condensed into a continuous, 

rope-like strand sliver. These slivers are then processed into a 

combing machine which removes the fibres shorter than half-inch 

along with impurities from the cotton. It makes the sliver smoother so 

that more uniform yarns are produced. 

Lastly comes spinning which is the last process in the production of 

yarn. Here the yarn is smoothened out even more and a proper yarn is 

made. Spinning leads to ‘weaving’ which finally turns this yarn into a 

beautiful fabric. Weaving is the art of layering these yarns into 

crosswise lengths in order to create a fabric. 

Question For You 

Q. The process of formation of yarn from the unseeded cotton fibre is 

called as 



 

a. Spinning        b. Knitting 

c. Weaving         d. Ginning 

Sol: a. Spinning 

The unseeded cotton fibre from the ginning process is subjected to the 

spinning process to make it as yarn. The process of formation of yarn 

from the unseeded fibre is called as spinning. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


